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ABSTRACT
The exploitation of smart-contract vulnerabilities can lead to catastrophic losses. Formal verification can be a useful tool in identifying these vulnerabilities before deployment. We present an encoding of Solidity and the Ethereum blockchain using Boogie, an intermediate verification language. Based on this formalisation, we create Solidifier: a bounded model checker for Solidity. Distinctive features of our encoding are precisely capturing Solidity’s unorthodox memory model, a notion of lazy blockchain exploration, and memory-precise verification harnesses. Unlike much of the work in this area, our modus operandi is not matching contracts against specific known behavioural patterns that might lead to vulnerabilities. Rather, we provide a tool to find errors/bad states - be they vulnerabilities or not - that might be reached through behaviours that might not follow such a pattern.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Smart contracts provide a new paradigm for trusted execution of code [2, 42]. A smart contract is a program that runs in a trusted abstract machine/execution environment and has access to trusted data: its behaviour typically involves managing some digital asset. To achieve this, such a program is typically run in the context of a blockchain [2, 3, 11], but other technologies can be used [17, 27, 46]. A blockchain is a decentralised system where all nodes maintain a consistent view over its database and transactions are processed in order to alter the state of this database. Smart contracts can also be seen as a way to extend the capabilities of a blockchain: the code of a smart contract can be used to encode some transaction validation logic that was not originally enforced by the blockchain [3, 11]. Being a program, it can have vulnerabilities that expose the digital assets it manages. When exploited, these flaws can lead to catastrophic effects such as the loss of vast sums of money [13]. The ability to reliably write transaction logic using smart contracts, and the flexibility that comes with it, will play a key role in the dissemination and adoption of blockchains and in the realisation of all their expected/predicted impact in society [19, 26, 41].

Formal methods have been used in many contexts to ensure that systems behave as expected [12, 14, 15, 18]. Then, it is only natural for them to be employed for the specification and verification of smart contracts [8, 9, 16, 21–24, 28, 31, 32, 44, 45]. Most of these approaches focus on the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) bytecode [2], the low-level language used by the Ethereum blockchain [2], and on finding specific patterns of code that might lead to a vulnerability using symbolic execution or static analysis. In this paper, we propose a framework to analyse (in our case falsify) semantic properties of programs in Solidity [6], a high-level language used by Ethereum smart-contract developers. Like [23, 37, 45], we advocate the analysis of user-specified semantic properties of contracts, since their violations can exhibit known but also unanticipated behavioural patterns leading to a vulnerability. Furthermore, this can be used to analyse the functional correctness of smart contracts.

We address the following challenges in formalising and verifying Solidity smart contracts executing on the Ethereum blockchain: (1) capturing Solidity’s unorthodox memory model, (2) dealing with inter-contract calls, (3) devising precise verification harnesses. In Solidity, the memory space available to a contract is divided into a persistent part called the storage
and a volatile part called the memory. The behaviour of variable allocation and initialisation, and assignment between variables, depend on which of these hold the relevant variables. Ethereum blockchain stores a collection of instances of different contracts. Contracts can be dynamically created, and they can interact with one another. Typically, model-checking frameworks focus on a specific contract instance, but they create some abstraction to capture the behaviour and state of the other contracts too. This abstraction is required, for instance, to capture inter-contract calls. A verification harness drives the behaviour of the blockchain and of the specific instance being analysed. A harness would allow the execution of sequences of calls of this instance’s public functions. It has to account, however, for the possibility of functions of other contracts being also executed, or even new contracts being created, in between these calls. Precisely capturing the behaviour of all the other contracts is infeasible given how numerous they may be and that each can be an arbitrary Solidity program. The harness should be as precise as it can be while making contract verification tractable.

Contributions. We propose a new formalisation of Solidity using Boogie [15, 30], an intermediate verification language, that addresses our three challenges. For (1), we propose a new way to represent the state of the blockchain, which depicts the storage associated with each contract instance, as well as the memory used to execute contracts. Challenge (2) is addressed by a technique that we proposed called lazy blockchain exploration. It creates contracts on-the-fly as they are need in the analysis. As for (3), we propose two memory-precise verification harnesses. While our contract harness zero-initialises and precisely executes a specific contract, the function harness non-deterministically initialises the contract and executes one of its functions. The function harness allows errors deep in the execution of a contract to be quickly found. A key property of our Boogie encoding is that blockchain exploration (i.e. smart-contract execution) always manipulates a well-formed state, namely, variables are well-typed, properly allocated, and correctly structured in memory and storage. Other frameworks do not offer this guarantee and so are in danger of identifying unrealistic errors. Moreover, we also introduce Solidifier: a bounded model checker for Solidity that uses Corral [29], a bounded model checker for Boogie, to analyse our encoding. It interprets errors and counterexamples of Corral back into Solidity. Solidifier has been designed to find bugs, i.e. behaviours falsifying properties, which should be then fixed by developers and re-verified. Moreover, our evaluation seems to suggest that not only does Solidifier (and our Boogie encoding) more faithfully capture Solidity’s semantics than similar tools, but it also does so with an arguably insignificant verification speed overhead.

Outline. Section 2 briefly introduces key concepts of Ethereum, Solidity and Boogie. Section 3 describes our Boogie encoding for Solidity and Ethereum, focusing on introducing our memory modelling, lazy blockchain exploration, and memory-precise verification harnesses. We discuss and evaluate Solidifier against other tools in Section 4. We present related work in Section 5 and our conclusions in Section 6.

2 BACKGROUND

The concept of a blockchain was introduced to prevent double spending in the Bitcoin network [35]. Since then it has been generalised in many ways, including the proposal of smart contracts as a flexible mechanism to extend its capabilities [2, 11]. A blockchain is a transaction-based system designed with a fixed set of rules that defines its basic transaction logic. These rules are enforced by a consensus protocol executed by the blockchain nodes; reaching a consensus is, to a large extent, what prevents nodes from misbehaving and, consequently, ensures the correct behaviour of a blockchain. The blockchain’s behaviour emerges from the processing of transactions and the effects it has on the underlying database. Once the blockchain network is deployed these rules are fixed and cannot be modified. One way to make the behaviour of a blockchain more flexible is to allow for transactions that trigger the execution of some function - such transactions are valid if the underlying computation completes without raising errors. This mechanism is precisely what smart-contract-based blockchains implement.

The Ethereum blockchain (or just Ethereum, for short) is arguably the most widely-known and used smart-contract-based blockchain [2]. Its database associates addresses with address cells. Each address has (stored in its corresponding address cell) an associated balance of crypto coins and (maybe) some smart-contract code and persistent state. An address in Ethereum is either unused, a simple currency-holding address (which we call a simple address), or a smart-contract instance. While a simple address has its balance managed by a secret cryptographic key, a contract address’ assets are managed by its code. The code of an Ethereum smart contract is ultimately represented using EVM bytecode (and executed by the EVM) but, typically, smart contracts are created using the high-level language Solidity [6] and later compiled into bytecode. An Ethereum transaction can be used to deploy a smart contract to (i.e. create a smart-contract instance at) a
blockchain address. Once deployed, smart contract functions can be invoked using a contract-execution transaction by specifying what address is to be called and what function needs to be executed. We focus on Solidity as it is apparently the most popular language for creating smart contract.

A Solidity program is composed by a set of smart contract declarations. A contract is similar to a class in object-oriented languages. It can declare a set of user-defined types, a set of member (state) variables, and a set of member functions. While the member variables capture the (persistent) state of the contract, the functions describe its behaviour. Functions have visibility modifiers to specify whether they are part of the public interface of the contract. For instance, the Solidity program in Fig. 1, which we use as a running example, has a single contract Wallet that behaves like a toy bank; addresses can open and close an account, and deposit and withdraw money from their accounts; withdraw is the only function that is relevant to our exposition. For brevity, we only introduce the Solidity constructs that are relevant for our exposition - see [6] for a full account of the language.

Like traditional programs, smart contracts are also prone to flaws. Unlike most traditional programs, however, smart contracts manage digital assets that can be exposed by such flaws. For address msg.sender, the function withdraw in Fig. 1 updates the Account associated to it by decrementing its balance of coins by value. Solidity functions have an implicit input parameter msg.sender that gives the address of caller. Without the require statement in Line 10, the subtraction acc_mem[msg.sender].coins - value in Line 13 could underflow causing acc_mem[msg.sender] to hold a balance of coins much larger than it should be. Honouring this balance would represent a catastrophic loss for Wallet.

We formalise the behaviour of Ethereum and Solidity using Boogie [30]: a simple but powerful intermediate verification language. A Boogie program declares global variables and procedures. The procedures declare some local variables and a list of statements describing its behaviour. For instance, Fig. 3 depicts the Boogie procedure encoding the Wallet contract’s constructor; we describe in detail this procedure in the next section. Boogie supports traditional commands such as while-loop, if-then-else, assignment and procedure call, and also specification-based statements. While assume causes the program to fail silently if its condition is not met, assert generates an error; havoc non-deterministically assigns a new value to its expression. To simplify our presentation, we extend Boogie to support the Ref type, and both enumeration and record declaration; they can be easily specified using Boogie’s built-in constructors. Type Ref contains (infinite) special values Ref, that can be tested for equality. Type [Ty] Ty’ denotes the set of total mappings from Ty to Ty’. As expressions, our extended Boogie has left-value expressions: identifier, mapping access, record access; integer arithmetic and boolean expressions; quantified expressions; etc. Roughly speaking, we use Boogie’s global variables to model the execution state of Ethereum and procedures to encode the behaviour of Solidity smart contracts.

3 FORMALISING SOLIDITY AND THE ETHEREUM BLOCKCHAIN

We capture the state of Ethereum addresses using global variable s : [Address] AddressCell, where address cell s[addr] stores the state of address addr ∈ Address. Address represents the set of 160-bit unsigned integers. We represent fixed-sized integers using Boogie’s int, and arithmetic expressions on these integers are encoded using Boogie’s operations on mathematical integers with the addition of wrap-around behaviour to capture overflow or underflow. This choice is based on the findings in [23]. Address is the Boogie counterpart of Solidity’s address. An address cell is a record with 4 elements type ∈ AddressType, balance ∈ UInt (where UInt gives the set of 256-bit unsigned integers), members, and storage - the latter two elements record the state of smart contracts, which we discuss next. AddressType is an enumeration with values Unused, SimpleAddress, and contract names, representing unused, simple, and contract-instance addresses, respectively. UInt (Int) is the Boogie counterpart of Solidity’s uint (int).

Solidity functions have an implicit this variable that gives the contract instance on which the function is applied. Each Solidity function is encoded as a Boogie procedure with address this and address msg.sender as input parameters. The built-in address function addr.transfer(v) transfers money (v) from address this to addr. Command require(cond) raises an exception if its cond is false. Exceptions cause the current call to be reverted, and they are propagated upwards in the call stack. Solidity has also traditional commands such as while and for loops, if-then-else construct, assignment and function call. The function transfer is encoded as a Boogie procedure that carries out the appropriate funds transfer by manipulating the corresponding addresses’ balances, whereas require(cond) is encoded as assume bcond, where bcond is the Boogie translation of cond. Solidity’s while and for loops, and if-then-else constructs are captured with Boogie’s counterpart while loops and if-then-else.

We use Solidity library Verification to introduce verification functions Assume(bool b) and assert(bool b). It simply brings the corresponding Boogie primitives into Solidity. While Verification.Assert(cond) ensures that cond holds at the point in the program in which it appears, expression Verification.Assert(cond) raises an error if cond is false.

3.1 Solidity’s memory model

Our formalisation supports the following basic Solidity types: addresses (denoted in Solidity by address), contracts (denoted by contract names), signed and unsigned 256-bit integers (denoted by int and uint, respectively), and boolean (bool). Both address and contract types are 160-bit unsigned integers that identify an address in the blockchain. A contract type, however, is an identifier annotated/typed with the type of the contract that it stores. In addition to these basic types, we support arrays (denoted by Member-Type[1]), mappings (denoted

---

1 We use where clauses to bound the int’s size.

2 This propagation can be stopped by command call.
by Domain \rightarrow Range), and user-defined types (these can be enums or structs). Recursive types are not supported.

The element \text{storage} \in \text{[Ref] RefCell} (which we call a reference mapping) of an address cell stores the values of state variable for the smart-contract instance at this address. Reference cell \text{storage}[r] gives the reference cell that reference \( r \) points to. A reference cell is a record with two elements: type \( \in \text{RefCellType} \) stores the Solidity type of the value stored or the special value None, and value \( \in \text{RefCellValue} \) the actual value stored. While type None denotes that the reference has not been allocated yet, a Solidity type tags the reference cell with the type of the value stored. We represent this Solidity-type tag with a Boogie enumeration that lists all types used in the Solidity program we are encoding. \text{RefCellValue} gives the disjoint union of all the types that can be stored in a reference cell for the Solidity program being encoded. The element members \in \text{[MemberIds]} \text{ref} captures where member variable values are stored. For member name \( m \in \text{MemberIds} \), members[\( m \)] gives the reference where \( m \) is stored in \text{storage}.

In our formalisation, we use a value in \text{RefType}(T) to capture the state of a Solidity variable of type \( T \) stored in a reference mapping. The state of a variable of type \text{uint}, \text{int}, or \text{bool} is captured using Boogie types \text{UInt}, \text{Int}, or \text{Bool}, respectively. The state of a variable of type \text{address} or contract is represented by \text{Address}. Enum definitions in a Solidity program give rise to a corresponding Boogie enumeration definition, and their state is represented by a value of this corresponding enumeration. \text{RefType}(T[1]) gives a record with members length \( \in \text{UInt} \) and data \( \in \text{[UInt]} T' \), if \( T' \) is a reference type (i.e. \( T \) is a Solidity array or struct) then \( T' \) is \text{Ref}, otherwise \( T' \) is \text{RefType}(T). In general, reference-type elements of a composite type are represented by references that point to reference cells storing the members’ state, whereas non-reference-type elements are simply represented by their values. So, a struct is represented by a record where each member \( m \) of type \( T \) gives rise to a member \( m \) of type \text{Ref} if \( T \) is a reference type, and \text{RefType}(T) otherwise. Mapping \( D \rightarrow R \) is represented by a Boogie total mapping \([\text{RefType}(D)] R'\) where \( R' \) is \text{Ref} or \text{RefType}(R) according to whether or not \( R \) is a reference type. The domain type of this mapping is given by \text{RefType}(D) as we only allow Solidity mappings to have a basic domain type.

For instance, Fig. 2 depicts a possible address cell configuration for an instance of our \text{Wallet} contract. While \text{Ref1} keeps track of the \text{accs} variable, \text{Ref2} and \text{Ref3} keep track of mapped \text{Account} structs.

A contract also has at its disposal a block of volatile memory spaces, called the \text{memory}, that can store reference-type (i.e. structs and arrays) values on demand as the contract needs more resources to execute; these memory spaces are disjoint from \text{storage}s. We capture the memory with Boogie global variable \text{memory} \in \text{[Ref] RefCell}. Each blockchain transaction is processed with a fresh memory.

We capture a Solidity local variable (parameter) of type \( T \) by a Boogie local variable (parameter) of type \text{LocalType}(T). For a reference type \( T \), \text{LocalType}(T) = \text{Ref} and the reference value points to a value in \text{RefType}(T), whereas, for a value type \( T \), \text{LocalType}(T) = \text{RefType}(T). These references will point to an appropriate cell in memory or storage depending on their type. In Solidity, variables are initialised to their default values. Addresses, contracts, and integers have the integer literal zero as their default values, while \text{false} is the boolean default value. The default value for composite types is created by having its members set to their default values. Mutable-sized arrays are initialised to the empty array, whereas fixed-sized arrays have a constant size - their data elements are set to their default values.

3.1.1 Variable allocation and initialisation. State variables and memory pointers also have their values properly allocated in storage and memory, respectively. We use Boogie code template \text{Allocate}(rm, ref, T), given as follows, to allocate a single reference cell, where \( rm \) is a reference map, \( ref \) a reference expression, and \( T \) a Solidity type.

\begin{verbatim}
assume rm[ref].type == None;
rm[ref].type := T;
\end{verbatim}

The template \text{AllocateMany}(rm, ref, T) can allocate multiple references at once. For instance, to allocate all the \text{Account} references pointed to by a \text{address} \rightarrow \text{Account map}, \text{AllocateMany} is as follows. \( ref \) and \( rm \) could be, for instance, \text{Ref1} and \text{storage}, respectively, as per Fig. 2. We use \text{map} as a shorthand for \( rm[ref].value \); it maps addresses to references.

\begin{verbatim}
1 assume \forall a : \text{Address} \cdot \text{rm[map[a].type == None};
2 assume \forall a,b : \text{Address} \cdot a != b \Rightarrow \text{map[a] != map[b]};

3 \text{prm} := \text{rm};
4 havoc \text{rm};
5 assume \forall r : \text{Ref} \cdot \text{prm[r].type != None} \Rightarrow \text{prm[r]} == \text{rm[r]};
6 assume \forall a : \text{Address} \cdot \text{rm[map[a].type == Account};
\end{verbatim}

Line 1 ensures that the new references we want to allocate point to unallocated reference cells, whereas Line 2 ensures these new references are not aliased. The \text{prm} is a variable that captures the value of the reference mapping \( rm \) (in Line 3) before it is havoced in Line 4; each Boogie procedure in our encoding declares an auxiliary variable \text{preRefMap} : [\text{Ref}] \text{RefCell} for this purpose. Line 5 uses the \text{prm} to ensure that the new havoced value of \text{rm} preserves (pre-havoc) allocated reference cells. Line 6 \text{de-facto} allocates the new references. \text{AllocateMany} works similarly for other dynamically-sized types. Our encoding relies on a similar
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Table 1: Assignment semantics for reference types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Left-hand side</th>
<th>Right-hand side</th>
<th>Semantics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Storage reference</td>
<td>Any type</td>
<td>Deep copy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory pointer</td>
<td>Storage reference</td>
<td>New deep copy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory pointer</td>
<td>Storage pointer</td>
<td>New deep copy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage pointer</td>
<td>Storage reference</td>
<td>Shallow copy (Aliasing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory pointer</td>
<td>Storage pointer</td>
<td>Shallow copy (Aliasing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory pointer</td>
<td>Memory pointer</td>
<td>Disallowed by compiler</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

strategic to initialise variables to their default values using counterpart functions Initialise and InitialiseMany.

Lines 7-10 in Fig. 3 depict how we capture in Boogie the allocation and initialisation of member variable accs by the implicit constructor of the Wallet contract. While Allocate allocates the reference storing variable accs, AllocationMany allocates all the references accs[a] where a is an address. Initialisation occurs similarly. In Solidity, a contract that does not define a constructor is given one that zero initialises its storage and balance. The constructor procedure has this as a local variable instead of an input parameter like the other encoded procedures.

State variables are allocated and initialised when the contract is created and memory variables are allocated and initialised when a memory pointer is declared. Solidity also allows the creation of memory arrays of $T$ with a fixed runtime-computed size $n$ using construct new $T^\lbrack n\rbrack$. The declaration of a memory pointer to an array will trigger the allocation of an empty array that cannot be enlarged. Hence, the need for this construct. Unlike memory arrays, storage ones can have their size dynamically altered. When an array is shrunk, members no longer in range are reset to their default values. We encode this resetting behaviour using Boogie’s while loop.

3.1.2 Assignment. A Solidity reference-type value is represented by either a storage reference, a storage pointer or a memory pointer. Local variables and parameters of a reference type are declared with a data location modifier that states whether they denote a memory or storage pointer. On the other hand, referencing state variables, accessing their members, or accessing members of a storage pointer give rise to storage-reference expressions. For instance, in Fig. 1, Line 11, memory pointer to acc_mem is created, whereas expression accs[msg.sender] in Line 14 denotes a storage reference.

In Solidity, while an assignment between value-type expressions results in a simple copy, one between reference-type expressions can result in deep copying, depending on where the values of these expressions are stored. Assignments are used, for instance, to ‘save’ some transient state in memory into the persistent storage of the contract. Table 1 summarises the semantics of Solidity assignments involving reference-type expressions. If the left-hand side of the assignment is a memory pointer, a deep copy is created on a newly allocated reference tree. On the other hand, deep copying into a storage reference does not create a newly allocated reference - the existing already-allocated reference tree is used. For instance, in Fig. 1, the assignment in Line 12 has a left-hand-side memory pointer and a storage-reference as right-hand side. So, it creates a new copy of the storage value accs[msg.sender] in memory for which pointer is stored in variable acc_mem. On the other hand, the assignment in Line 14 deep copies the memory value pointed by acc_mem into the storage reference tree pointed by accs[msg.sender]. It should be noted that an array deep copying might trigger a resizing of the left-hand-side expression; elements which become out of bounds are reset. We take that into account in our encoding.

Solidity has an unusual but deterministic mechanism to “allocate” storage references that makes it rather different from traditional languages. It uses a cryptographic hash function to decide/locate which reference cells are used to store contract state variables. Roughly speaking, the member-accessing expression on a contract state variable is used as an input to this hash function and it outputs the location of the reference cell in storage where this member is stored - in our encoding, we abstract these concrete locations using Ref. As a consequence, a contract variable and its members are always stored in the same reference cell, which leads to unintuitive/unnatural aliases between storage pointers and storage references. For instance, let us assume that just before Line 11 in Fig. 1, we had the storage pointer declaration Account storage acc_stor = accs[msg.sender]. In Line 14, the memory value pointed by acc_mem is deep copied into accs[msg.sender] but, even after Line 14, acc_stor and accs[msg.sender] are still aliased. In many other languages, however, Line 14 would make accs[msg.sender] point to a new reference cell - and turn acc_stor into a dangling/stale pointer. We capture this unusual behaviour by having storage references completely allocated when contracts are created and making sure that assignments do not cause the allocation of new storage reference cells as per Table 1. In Solidity, accessing different contract state variable members could lead to the same hash (and location) but this sort of collision is assumed not to happen in practice. Hence, in our encoding, we make sure that distinct contract state variables and their members are allocated in distinct reference cells - this assumption is also made in other work [22, 23, 45].

Figure 3: Boogie procedure for Wallet constructor.
A Solidity contract function call is translated into a Boogie procedure. We add the Boogie code template denoted by `DeployContract(C)` to the beginning of the Boogie procedure capturing C’s constructor. It creates and initialises a new C instance in the blockchain. In Fig. 3, Lines 5-10 correspond `DeployContract(Wallet).`

A Solidity contract function call is translated into a Boogie call of the corresponding procedure. Our Boogie encoding proposes lazy contract deployment. A function call might target a yet uninitialised address. In this case, before the function is executed, the appropriate contract is deployed at this address. We use the Boogie code template `LazyContractDeployment(C)` to capture lazy deployment. Fig. 4 presents a simplified version of the encoding of `Wallet withdraw`. Lines 5-9 depict `LazyContractDeployment(Wallet)`. Lines 12-20 are annotated with comments pointing to the line in Fig. 1 they are translated from.

Lazy contract deployment ensures that as the verifier explores Ethereum executions, contracts have properly-allocated state variables - this guarantees, for instance, that state variables are not aliased. Note that `LazyContractDeployment(C)` deploys an instance of C where the values of member variables and its balance are non-deterministically initialised, whereas `DeployContract(C)` creates an instance with their default values. Procedures also have a condition that ensures that memory references are well typed.

We restrict Solidity’s semantics when encoding the behaviour of a contract function call. Our encoding uses contract types to validate the expected type of contracts being called. Solidity, however, executes a function of the called contract that matches the expected signature, even if the type of the contract being called is completely different from what the caller expects. Hence, a function with the same signature but with a completely different behaviour can be executed. Even worse than that, in Solidity, if no function matches a given signature, the fallback function deployed in the address called is executed. To avoid this sort of behaviour, each procedure capturing a function of contract C has validation assume s[this].type == C before its actual behaviour is executed; Line 10 in Fig. 4 represents such a contract type validation. This assumption should make verification simpler as our encoding/formalisation does not have to assume that any function of any type of contract can be triggered. A similar assumption is made by VeriSol [45].

### 3.3 Memory-precise verification harnesses

We use a verification harness to capture relevant executions of the blockchain and search for smart contract errors. We propose a contract harness and a function harness. They define a main procedure, and a callP procedure that captures Solidity’s low-level call primitive. The expression `addr.call(sign)` calls a function with signature `sign` for the contract instance at address `addr`. Our harnesses use a controlled non-deterministic reinitialisation of storage and memory to abstract that a sequence of blockchain transactions were executed. They are memory precise in the sense that this reinitialisation preserves well-formedness for storage and memory, namely, values stored are well typed, properly allocated, and correctly structured. For a contract of type C, our contract harness analyses the behaviour of an instance of C at some non-deterministically chosen address. This analysis does not assume anything about other addresses apart from the fact that their storage and memory have been correctly initialised and are well typed - this is achieved thanks to the lazy deployment feature of our encoding. The main procedure creates an instance of C at the address given by global variable `main_contract` and executes an arbitrary sequence of interface functions. This procedure ensures that the initial non-deterministically-created reference cells of memory are well typed and that initially storage records each address as either uninitialised or a simple address. For each new interface function call (the constructor is not an interface function), it non-deterministically chooses a function and initialises its arguments. For each new call, it also havoc the storage and balance of all addresses except for `main_contract`: basic values can change but references and reference-cell types are fixed. These havocings conservatively simulate the execution of transactions to move funds and
trigger functions for other addresses. The call primitive is treated as an external, unknown function call. The procedure callP works similarly to main. It can execute any (finite) sequence of interface functions of C on main_contract and it havoc the storage and balance of other addresses. This simulates the execution of an external function that can call back into a function of C, i.e., exhibit some reentrant behaviour.

Since this harness precisely (up to abstractions) deploys and executes the contract C at address main_contract, the interface functions calls are executed from valid/reachable states of C, namely, states satisfying C’s invariants.

Our function harness executes a single call to a chosen function f of C. It analyses the behaviour of f when execution from a non-deterministically initialised state of a C’s instance. This analysis also does not assume anything about other addresses apart from the fact that their storage and memory have been correctly initialised and are well typed, as per lazy deployment. The main procedure simply calls the procedure corresponding to f, whereas callP havoc storage, memory, and balance (in a way that preserves the well-formedness of storages and memory) of all addresses to denote that some arbitrary execution took place.

Unlike the contract harness, the function harness can execute f from a state that is not reachable by a well-behaved instance of C, thus possibly reaching actually unreachable errors. However, this harness can find deep errors that might not be reachable by our contract harness, given a fixed bound. While the contract harness examine bounded executions starting in the contract’s initial state, the function harness examines bounded executions starting from any state.

4 SOLIDIFIER

Solidifier carries out a bounded verification of Solidity programs looking for failing assertions - our Boogie encoding is checked by Corral [29], a reachability-modulo-theories verifier. For an input system, traditional bounded model checkers create a symbolic constraint to explore the system states reached with at most k transitions from its initial state. Corral, on the other hand, uses counterexample-guided abstraction refinement (CEGAR) to (possibly) simplify and incrementally search this bounded state space. This abstraction process leads to an intermediate over-approximation of the input program that might even be sufficient to prove properties irrespective of the bound k set. Its intended use, however, is to find property violations.

Solidifier runs the Solidity compiler [5] as an auxiliary tool to validate the input program and to generate its typed abstract syntax tree, later parsed by Solidifier. The user of Solidifier chooses between a contract or function harness. Solidifier also interprets Corral results and information back into Solidity. Aside from the verification primitives, functions prefixed with CexPrint, and with a single basic-type parameter can be declared in the Verification library. When called, they inform Solidifier to print the argument’s value at that point in a counterexample, if one reaching this call exists. Solidifier outputs either: a counterexample trace leading to a failing assertion, that no failing assertion can be ever reached (irrespective of the bound), that no failing assertion could be reached for the predetermined bound, or it might fail to produce any output if the underlying solver is unable to solve the constraints generated by Corral.3

4.1 Evaluation

We illustrate the capabilities of Solidifier by comparing it against solc-verify [22], VeriSol [7] and Mythril [34] in the analysis of 23 contracts. In [4], we provide instructions to build the Docker container that we used for our evaluation. It should provide a convenient way to reproduce our results. The container contains the Solidifier binary, the Solidity examples we used, and the tools we compared Solidifier against. We conducted our evaluation on a MacBookPro with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8559U CPU @ 2.70GHz and 16 GB of RAM, and with Docker Engine 18.09.1. Table 2 depicts our results.4

Comparing checkers for Solidity is not an easy task given how quickly the language evolves. Between September 2018 and July 2020, Solidity has gone through 3 backward-incompatible language updates - from Solidity 0.4.* to 0.7.*. Our encoding should be compatible with a core language that has been reasonably stable across this evolution (at least 0.4.* - 0.6.*) but some features have been discontinued. For instance, since 0.6.* explicit dynamic-array resizing has been forbidden by the compiler. However, contracts of previous versions can still be (and still are) deployed to Ethereum. Different tools handle different subsets of Solidity and different versions.

We chose to compare our tool against VeriSol and solc-verify because they are reasonably mature and complete, they reason about contracts at the Solidity-level, and they are Boogie-based - albeit, using a different encodings and, in solc-verify case, a different Boogie backend, the Boogie Verifier [15]. While the former is a bounded model checker, the latter is an unbounded one. We add Mythril to our comparison as it is the archetypical tool that uses symbolic execution to analyse a contract’s EVM bytecode - this comparison should give a sense of how our tool compares with EVM-based tools.

Our evaluation uses Azure blockchain workbench samples [1] - which has been used by other papers as a benchmark too [22, 23, 45] - , Solidity documentation examples [6] (OpenAuction, OpenAuctionWithCall, and Voting), and some examples created by us. Unlike the situation with tools that look for a specific behaviour pattern, we cannot simply scour the Ethereum blockchain looking for vast numbers of contracts to analyse because in many cases only the EVM bytecode is available and even when Solidity code is made available, there is no documentation that we could rely upon to specify what property the developer of the contract intended to guarantee.

3The use of undecidable theories such as non-linear arithmetic, which we use to capture the modulo and multiplication operation, might lead the underlying solver to an inconclusive result.

4The version of VeriSol used here is not the same as the one used in [45], neither are the properties that we check here and the ones checked there - they should be similar but note that VeriSol checks for a notion of compliance to the Azure workflow policies.
We choose these examples because they were either developed by us or accompanied by informal textual specification describing what they should achieve.

For each program we give the time taken in seconds to analyse the contract with the outcome in parenthesis: $n \times$ means that $n$ violations were found (just $\times$ denotes a single violation), $\checkmark$ that the properties have been proved, $bd$ represents that no violation has been found in the portion of behaviour analysed (within a transition bound, for instance), $Error$ reports a tool’s internal error, $*$ represents a timeout in the analysis of the contract, $Bog$ reports a wrong violation due to a bug in Mythril for RoomThermostat. VeriSol and Solidifier report as soon as they find a violation, solc-verify check all functions possibly finding more than one violation per function, and Mythril explores the contract up to a certain coverage criterion possibly finding multiple violations. Aside from assertion violations, the analysis mode under which we run Mythril also looks for out-of-bound array accesses. We set a 300 seconds timeout for analysing each program. The cells with a grey background present a wrong output: they either state that a violation exists when it does not or that a property holds when it does not. We refer to precession as the number of wrong outcomes: the more precise the tool is the fewer wrong outcomes it provides. Solidifier and VeriSol use Corral with a fixed recursion bound of 128.

The Azure blockchain workbench samples’ specification describe high-level transitions for contract states, which we capture with assertions. We proceeded to fix the contracts that did not meet their corresponding specification originally. The properties specified for these contracts mainly restrict pre- and post-states of functions. Corral’s lazy-inlining overapproximation [29] is usually sufficient to prove such properties irrespective of bound. For Stater in PingPongGame, however, proving the associated property requires deriving a non-trivial invariant for a recursion.

For OpenAuction(WithCall) we capture the correctness of refunding someone’s bid, whereas for Voting we capture the invariant that the number of votes initially available is equal to the sum of votes still to be cast plus votes already cast throughout the election process. For Aliasing and StorageDeterministicLayout, we use our function harness to analyse function $t$. While Aliasing captures properties arising from Solidity’s memory model and its different aliasing/deep-copy possibilities, StorageDeterministicLayout captures properties arising from the deterministic organisation of member variables in storage. Finally, all the versions of Wallet, based on Fig. 1, intend to capture (code and properties of) a typical use of smart contracts to tokenise digital assets, added with extra memory model intricacies.

These results are entirely consistent with how these different tools operate. As an EVM-bytecode checker, Mythril should be the most semantically-faithful tool but this faithfulness comes at the expense of speed: it should not report any imprecise result but its analyses take much longer than the others. solc-verify’s use of a modular (assume-guarantee) verifier intrinsically over-approximates the behaviour of contract functions. Without user-input annotations to more precisely capture the behaviour of a contract, its functions are generally analysed as if they were executed from an arbitrary contract state. Hence, many false errors are reported. Solidifier significantly outperforms VeriSol in terms of precision and speed. We attribute their difference in precision and speed to different Boogie encodings of Solidity as well as to distinct configurations of Corral.

## 5 RELATED WORK

The semantics of the EVM has been formalised in traditional interactive theorem provers [10, 25, 36]. The work in [24] formalises the behaviour of the EVM using the K framework [38], whereas the authors of [21] use F* [40] to this end. These frameworks are designed to prove properties of systems as opposed to falsifying them. They are very precise and scalable (as they can establish properties of a complex system in a reasonable time) but they have a low degree of automation and require a considerable amount of manual effort. They are as precise and scalable as the proof engineer that manually guides the proving effort.

The following tools automatically examine an approximation of the behaviour of a smart contract to look for specific
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behavioural/code patterns that tend to lead to vulnerabilities. SmartCheck [43] translates Solidity code into a XML-based intermediate language that is later queried for specific syntactic patterns. Oyente [32], like Mythril [34], use symbolic execution to examine an under-approximation of some EVM bytecode; Oyente, in particular, can be fairly ineffective as far as code-coverage is concerned [44]. EtherTrust [20] and Securify [44] are based on the generation of some symbolic constraints that soundly but coarsely over-approximate the behaviour of EVM bytecode; while EtherTrust uses horn clauses to represent these constraints, Securify uses a datalog program. They are intended to prove properties of programs rather than falsify them.

VerX [37] is a tool that uses symbolic execution and delayed predicate abstraction to check temporal (safety) properties of smart contracts. It is an automated tool that allows users to specify, using temporal logic [33], functional properties of smart contracts [39]; sometimes manual input is required to construct counterexamples.

VeriSol [45] and solc-verify [22, 23] are verifiers based on a Boogie encoding of Solidity. Our approach significantly differs from theirs. The solc-verify verifier proposes an unbounded model checker for Solidity. Their Boogie encoding is checked by the Boogie verifier [15]. Given a Solidity program annotated with pre- and post-conditions, contract and loop invariants, and assertions, the verifier tries to discharge the proof obligations derived from the specification. This sort of modular/assume-guarantee reasoning can be quite precise and scalable but that intrinsically depends on the ingenuity of the specifier. The new version of solc-verify (in [22]) relies on a precise memory model that is similar to ours. They have slight differences such as ours uses RefCell’s type to allocate new memory cells whereas solc-verify’s uses a reference count for that. There is, however, a significant difference between our encoding and solc-verify’s that is a consequence of their distinct verification methodologies. A modular verifier checks functions individually, that is, it conservatively approximates the behaviour of function calls by their specification as opposed to precisely analysing the behaviour of called function. As solc-verify expects users to manually annotate contracts with specifications, function calls are modelled as precisely as users’ manual annotations. Their approach does not propose a precise way to automatically capture the behaviour of function calls. We propose the use of bounded model checking instead. This approach tends to be less scalable since functions calls are precisely analysed as they are explored up to a certain execution depth. This exploration, however, has the fundamental advantage of precisely and automatically capturing the behaviour of function calls. Moreover, it allows for the implementation of our lazy deployment strategy for smart contracts. Together with our memory-precise verification harnesses, it ensures that function calls are executed with a well-formed storage and memory. Finally, unlike solc-verify, our approach provides commands to print out the value of variables in a counterexample for debugging purposes.

VeriSol also proposes a Boogie encoding that is checked by Corral. It targets the contracts deployed to the Azure Blockchain and checks for semantic conformance of contracts with respect to a workflow policy, which is expressed as a finite-state machine. VeriSol not only finds conformance violations but it derives invariants using predicate abstraction to automatically prove conformance. VeriSol and solc-verify’s initial version (in [23]) propose a simple memory model that does not account for memory variables. Therefore, it does not capture the different nuances of Solidity’s assignment operator, for instance. Their modelling also does not discuss whether function calls and verification harnesses give any well-formedness guarantees for storage and memory like we do. Moreover, VeriSol does not offer a function harness to quickly find errors that occur deep in the execution of a contract.

6 CONCLUSION

We have combined bounded model checking with a precise memory modelling, lazy contract deployment, and memory-precise verification harnesses to create an innovative verification framework for Solidity smart contracts. Our Boogie encoding accurately captures the semantics of Solidity’s memory model, and its lazy contract deployment and memory-precise verification harnesses ensures that contract executions manipulate well-formed state variables and memory cells. Furthermore, our evaluation suggests that Solidifier provides a better speed-precision compromise compared to similar tools.

There are some strong arguments in favour of the approach we propose in comparison to the current state of the art. Firstly, formalising Solidity directly as opposed to EVM bytecode creates a cleaner semantic basis for analysing smart contracts; no need to encode low-level operations and let developers bridge the compilation gap from Solidity to bytecode. Secondly, encoding semantic properties, rather than looking for known vulnerable code patterns, allows the designer of a smart contract to precisely specify what is expected from the contract. Their attempted verification might uncover vulnerabilities that are reachable by unknown behaviour patterns or even function errors; neither of which would be found by traditional tools. Thirdly, bounded model checking systematically, symbolically, and automatically explores all execution paths of a contract up to a certain depth, so it is guaranteed to find any error that can occur within the given bound. This exploration tends to exercise all code paths of a smart contract but not all execution paths. On the other hand, current ad-hoc symbolic execution techniques for the analysis of smart contracts typically either too coarsely over-approximate the general behaviour of a smart contract instance, leading to inaccurate violations, or they cover only a small portion of the smart contract’s code, missing violations.
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